Parts of stairs diagram

Due to inclement weather surrounding shipping hubs, shipping lead times may be extended.
StairSupplies TM is a stair part manufacturer and specializes in top quality wood stair parts ,
and other stair supplies. If you need any assistance in determining which stair parts and or
wood species are right for your project, please Contact us by submitting an inquiry, or click to
call Stair Supplies Guide to Ordering Stair Parts Follow the steps in this simple guide to
complete the list of stair parts that you will need for your project. If you have a curved or
complex stairway, then the same steps apply, but you will need to adapt measurements to
accommodate your specific stairs. Skirtboard is needed for both sides of a stairway. Starting
Step Order a starting step for volutes, turn outs and box newels square is suggested for box
newels. Order a single or double based upon your stair design. Bowed starting steps are great
for a grand entrance. Treads Order your step pattern as a left hand, right hand or double. Count
one tread per step. The measurement for the throat cut is from the inside the return to the other
end of the tread or for a double return the measurement is from the inside of one return to the
inside of the other return. Risers Order your length of riser as the same length as your treads.
Risers are cut to length in the field. Count the number of steps. Landing Tread Order the length
for each piece of landing tread needed. Landing tread is used along balconies, at landings. Be
sure to choose long enough lengths to include miter cuts. Box newels may require wider
landing tread. The apron runs under the landing tread and finishes the look Cove Order cover
molding for under every tread. If you have return treads add 1. Order cove to go under all
landing tread. A volute is the preferred choice for most homes Starting Newel Under the first
fitting you will need either an iron newel or a pin top newel. Order 3 iron balusters per tread.
Order shoes to match the size of your iron balusters. Select one shoe for the bottom of every
baluster. If desired, order a shoe for the top of each baluster. Order angle shoes for kneewall
installation or for handrail that is going up steps. Wood Balusters Order 3 wood balusters per
foot. Order 3 wood balusters per tread. Most balusters are long and designed to be cut to fit.
Look at the specific dimensions for each wood baluster to know the length you should order.
Handrail Order one section of handrail for each flight of stairs and for balcony sections.
Handrail comes in lengths of even feet. Order plowed handrail if you have wood balusters with a
square top. Order the correct plow to match your balusters Wall Rail Wall rail is used in closed
stairways such as to a basement. Wall Rail Fittings Order a level quarter turn to turn the
handrail back to the wall on each end of a wall rail. Most build codes require handrail to be
returned to the wall. Handrail fittings Order the appropriate handrail fittings for each of the
transitions. Every newel should have a fitting. Each half newel should have an opening cap that
is cut in the field. A gooseneck is needed for transitions from steps to balconies. A level quarter
with cap for turns. Shoerail Order Shoe rail to cover knee wall or on landing tread if desired. A
Sure Tite is the best way to secure a newel to the frame of the house Dowel Screws Order 1
dowel screw for every wood baluster for a strong and tight installation Dowel Driver Order 1 or 2
dowel drivers for installing dowel screws into balusters Rail Bolt Kit Order a rail bolt kit for any
extra connections or splices in handrail. A rail bolt kit is supplied with fittings. Handrail
Brackets Order handrail brackets for attaching wall rail to the wall. If it is your first installation,
order an extra tube of epoxy. Epoxy Gun Order 1 epoxy gun for your installation. The epoxy
system is self mixing and the epoxy gun is the only way to push the epoxy through the tube and
mixers. Follow the steps in this simple guide to complete the list of stair parts that you will need
for your project. Starting Step. Order a starting step for volutes, turn outs and box newels
square is suggested for box newels. Order your step pattern as a left hand, right hand or
double. Order your length of riser as the same length as your treads. Landing Tread. Order the
length for each piece of landing tread needed. The apron runs under the landing tread and
finishes the look. Order cover molding for under every tread. Order a starting fitting that
complements your home. A volute is the preferred choice for most homes. Starting Newel.
Under the first fitting you will need either an iron newel or a pin top newel. Middle Run Newel.
Utility Newel. Newels are used at all changes of direction of handrail. Level Run Newels. Use
with a tandem cap. Iron Balusters. Order your pattern for iron balusters and select 3 iron
balusters per foot. Wood Balusters. Order 3 wood balusters per foot. Order one section of
handrail for each flight of stairs and for balcony sections. Order the correct plow to match your
balusters. Wall Rail. Wall rail is used in closed stairways such as to a basement. Wall Rail
Fittings. Order a level quarter turn to turn the handrail back to the wall on each end of a wall rail.
Handrail fittings. Order the appropriate handrail fittings for each of the transitions. Order 1
Sure-Tite for every newel. A Sure Tite is the best way to secure a newel to the frame of the
house. Dowel Screws. Dowel Driver. Rail Bolt Kit. Order a rail bolt kit for any extra connections
or splices in handrail. Handrail Brackets. Order handrail brackets for attaching wall rail to the
wall. Order 1 tube of epoxy for every iron newel and 1 tube of epoxy for every balusters. Epoxy
Gun. Order 1 epoxy gun for your installation. Staircases may be all sorts sizes and

arrangements with or without landings etc to suit different properties but the main parts which
go up to make any stair case are fairly common. A typical staircase is illustrated below with the
main parts identified with more detailed definitions of each below. The main features of
staircases have not changed over the years, although the style has changed - the newel posts
and balusters were often more ornate on older staircases, later balusters were sometimes
covered by a solid in-fill older staircases which were updated often had the balusters covered
with hardboard, removing this may reveal the original balusters. The various parts for a
staircase were traditionally made in a carpenter's workshop and then the staircase was built
into the property as it was being built. Modern practice is for staircase parts or complete simple
staircases to be mass produced so that the assembly on site is minimised. The traditional
method as right for fixing the treads and risers to the stringers was to use wedges in slots in the
stringers with the front of the treads and tops of the risers were secured to each other by glued
blocks. Staircase parts Staircases may be all sorts sizes and arrangements with or without
landings etc to suit different properties but the main parts which go up to make any stair case
are fairly common. Inner string closed. Outer string open. Newel post. Banister or handrail.
Return nosing. Definition of staircase parts Balusters The vertical posts in the space under the
banister to the treads or floor on the side of a landing. Banister The handrails up the side or
sides of a stairway and, as an extension, along the edge of a landing. Curtail step The bottom
step of a staircase which curves around sideways beyond the side of the staircase. Fascia The
vertical covering under the edge of an exposed landing which covers the gap between ceiling
and floor. Finial A decorative ornament used to decorate the top and possibly the bottom of a
newel post - often in the shape of an ball, spike, urn, bun, or figure. Half Landing The flat area of
flooring where a stairway makes a turn between main floors. Inner closed string The side of a
staircase set against a wall which locates the treads and risers. Landing The flat area of flooring
at the top and bottom of a staircase leading to rooms. Newel post The vertical post at the end or
turn of a banister. Outer open string The side of a staircase open to view which locates the
treads and risers. Return nosing The moulding, normally half round fixed to the ends of the
treads exposed in a hallway and which covers where the balusters fit into the treads. Riser The
vertical part of a step. Riser wedges The, usually wooden, wedges used vertically underneath a
staircase in slots cut into the strings to secure the risers. Tread The horizontal part of a step.
Tread wedges The, usually wooden, wedges used horizontal underneath a staircase in slots cut
into the strings to secure the treads. I'm here to simplify the home build planning and design
process so that YOU can build your dream home with more confidence, less regrets, and a plan
to create and stick to a realistic budget. If you are building or renovating a two-story home, you
will obviously need to communicate with your contractor about your stair design. Knowing
common stair terms will be very helpful in your conversations with your contractor. This is
exactly why I created this guide to staircase parts for you! You can see where each part is by
referring to the diagram above, as well as the photos of my staircase below. In this post, we
covered the most common staircase terms: stair railing, riser, newel post, stair landing, baluster
or spindle , tread, stringer, and nose. I hope the diagram and photos of my own staircase help
you to understand where the various stair parts are. Now you should be able to easily
communicate what stair design you want to your contractor or builder :. Love your blog! This
was super helpful. Where did you get your runner for the stairs? What design or shade would
you suggest for a smaller hom
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e â€” stairs lead into living room? Hi Alexandra! My stair runner is Stanton Carpet. You can get
more detailed info on my foyer sources page. I think you can do any design or shade for a small
home! The goal is to add a little design flair â€¦ no matter the size of your home! Your email
address will not be published. I designed my own custom home from the ground up, inside and
out. A home that is cozy, comfy, laid out perfectly for the way my family lives, and makes us
happy every single day. Oh, and did I mention I did this all without blowing the budget?! Pinkie
promise! Blog About byf program shop. I'm Carrie Barker. Browse home build tips. Browse
design tips. Follow along:. Home Build prep guide. Search for:. Selecting Design Finishes.
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November 3, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Next
Post. Previous Post. Caroline on Design. Follow me on instagram!

